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After the excitement of having last month‟s meeting cancelled due to
bad weather, we‟re already into February and for most of us Christmas
is now a fair way behind us.
One of my New Year resolutions was to keep a clear sky record for this
year, and I looked back at January to find that there were just 3 clear
enough nights during the whole month to do some observing. For those
of you who care about these things, I class a „clear night‟ as one where
I figure it‟s clear enough at 9pm to make it worth getting a telescope
out. Now 3 nights in a whole month is a pretty abysmal statistic if you
stop to think about it.
I‟m very pleased to say that the articles this month are based on conversations that have appeared recently on the GAS Bulletin Board
(http://forum.guildfordas.org/). I know that there are still quite a few of
you that haven‟t visited it; so this issue may go some way to illustrating
the sort of topics that are being discussed.
It‟s a very mixed bag and there should be something that suits most
appetites. Julia Gaudelli‟s lead article on observing Mars features a fine
sketch drawn whilst at the eyepiece of the 20.5” John Smith Telescope
and is a definite sign that in this age of advanced imaging, visual observation can still be enormously rewarding.
Enjoy!
Peter Dean, Editor
prdean@ntlworld.com

If you would like to contribute an article or other item to Skywatcher, I
will be very pleased to include it. Articles can be any length and images are most welcome, so long as they are yours… You can send them
via email to the address above.
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Mars at Opposition
Never had a look at Mars, but wondering what to expect? Julia Gaudelli has been out sketching the
Red Planet; nearer to the Earth than at any time in the past two years

T

ony and Pam Questa, and I
observed Mars at opposition
on 29th January using the
20.5" scope at Holmbury. The night
was cold but the sky was clear and
we had great views of Mars, interrupted briefly once by a short sudden flurry of snow.

Two nights later, 31st Jan, at a
similar time (21:40), Nick Teasdale
acquired the image below. The rotation period of Mars means they
should be pretty much the same
alignment.

Tony and I made separate sketches
at the eyepiece without conferring,
and were pleased to find when
we'd finished that we'd both noted
the same features.
This is is the sketch I made, at
about 21:20.

Mars, processed from video taken via afocal projection, 127mm Mak-Cass scope. North is to the
top.

Nick writes “I was pretty happy
with that from my 5 inch scope the video camera gave a much better result than I could get with a
DSLR the night before. Visually,
all I could see was a tiny red disk
with the faint hint of a polar cap.
To find the features I used the wonderful free program 'cartes du ciel'.
I zoomed in on Mars and set the

(Continued on page 3)
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(Continued from page 2)

date and time as for your
sketch. Here's the screen
shot.
I could then compare it
with the map in an old
1973 Norton's start atlas.
So, Meridiani Plateau is to
the bottom left (hello Opportunity!) and big dark
blob top left is Acidalium
Mare.”

Memorable Observing
Our President, John Evans casts an eye back over his observing experiences and picks out the
ones that have that ‘special’ place...
Bay of Rainbows
y first telescope was an old
brass, draw-tube 60mm refractor and, of course, one of
the first things I pointed it at was
the Moon. I remember my first
sight of the Sinus Iridum and the
crater Plato: the dazzling circlet of
the Bay, the dark-floored crater
and, in the same low-power field,
out on the northern Mare Imbrium,
the Straight Range, Pico and the
craters Helicon and Le Verrier. So
much of interest and beauty. There
are many fascinating features on
the Moon - the great crater-chain
of Ptolemaeus, Alphonsus and Arzachel is another that comes to
mind – but the Sinus Iridum region still tops the list for me.

M

We stepped out under a sparkling
vault of stars. The grass crunched
frozen under foot. Our breath
splintered on the hard frost. To the
low edges of the encircling hills,
the star-strewn sky glittered.
Seasons
For many years I was lucky
enough to live in a house set on its
own in the midst of orchards and
fields. I loved the passage of the
seasons in that rural setting and
especially the coming of spring
and autumn: Leo climbing into the
spring sky; the Harvest Moon rising warm and yellow over the corn
-fields; every autumn, the Pleiades
whispering their first music into
the twilight.

Llyn Clywedog
Late one bone-chilling January
night I was driving with a friend
along the lonely mountain road
from Llanidloes to Machynlleth.
„Let‟s go down to the lake‟, I said.
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Ancient History
The night air was soft, heavy and
warm. I was sitting on a beach on
the island of Rhodes, looking out
over the „wine-dark sea‟. I remember thinking: 'This is how it was
for Hipparchus, Aristarchus,
Homer even...the same stars, the
same warmth, the same soft sea
rising and falling back'. And there,
just as they had appeared all those
centuries ago, were Ophiuchus,
with Serpens winding through his
frame, and Scorpius, clawing upwards into the sky and the bright,
billowing clouds of the Milky Way
tumbling into the sea.

Scorpius, clawing
upwards into the sky
and the
bright, billowing
clouds of the Milky
Way tumbling into
the sea

Close Encounters I
When you‟re out in the wilds on
your own at 2 o-clock in the morning and miles from anywhere, the
roar of powerful diesel engines
barrelling towards you across the
landscape focuses the mind wonderfully. I was imaging the summer Milky Way from the Cumbre
on La Palma. No-one comes up
here at 2 in the morning I thought.
Searching beams swept the landscape, probing the gorse scrub,
flashing into the tree-tops as the
vehicle bounced and lurched over
the uneven terrain. Something big
and purposeful was headed this
way. The roar dropped to a steady
chug – whatever it was had
stopped, no more than 50m away.
There was the sound of voices. Silhouetted against the vehicle‟s brilliant onboard lighting, several figures walked slowly towards me.
As they drew near, I could see that
they wore one-piece suits with
some kind of insignia. This was
very sci-fi! OK. It was only firemen checking for the wild-fires
that in summer sometimes strike
the tinder-dry scrub. „You look at
stars?‟, one of them said to me,
„How many time you see UFO?‟

g u i l dPage
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Close Encounters II
Two years later, I was grovelling
about in the dust in Australia‟s
wonderful Red Centre, trying to
image stars over Uluru (Ayers
Rock) with my Canon 20D and an
Astrotrac. I had thoughts of combining tracked exposures of the
stars with untracked exposures of
the rock – so both elements would
appear sharp in the final image. I‟d
driven several miles out from the
hotel complex in the four-wheel
drive and some way off road. The
great monolith was hunkered down
against the sky, with above it the
constellations of Crux, Centaurus,
Carina and the rest, all breathtakingly, excitingly new to me.
The Landcruiser came pounding
across the dust and scrub, its banks
of xenon headlights putting an end
to any images that might have
been forming on the chip. It
stopped, tyres level with my face,
engine throbbing, and the window
went down. „You alright there?‟
said one of the two blokes inside.
„Fine thanks‟, I said, gesturing toward the equipment -„I‟m photographing the stars. I‟d really like to
get to somewhere more remote‟.
„Not a good idea‟, he said. „I manage the land round here - last year
we lost 11 people just a mile from
where you‟re standing. And we get
Western Browns out there. You
only get 32 minutes with one of
those‟. I guessed that a Western
Brown was something you wouldn‟t like to find staking a claim to
the last twelve inches of your
sleeping bag. „It‟s not the season
for them though‟. He paused and
we both looked up at the sky.
„Winter‟s the time for stars here‟,
he said. „You should see it
then… .‟
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a huge,
mysterious glow
steepling
upwards from the
horizon, high
among the stars of
the western sky.
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The Boss
There‟s nothing like Messier 42,
the Great Nebula in Orion. It‟s
not just a celestial lollipop (or
chocolate ice-cream, depending
on your taste) – it‟s a whole
freezerful of them. It‟s vast, intricate, big enough in the eyepiece to bury yourself in. It‟s
bright enough to reveal detail
and apparent depth even in modest instruments and, in biggish
instruments, just about bright
enough to stir the colour sensors
in our eyes so that we can sometimes glimpse elusive greens
and greenish-blues and, reportedly, hints of red too. On clear
dark nights, you can see the
fuzziness of the middle „star‟ in
Orion‟s sword with the unaided
eye. Even tiny telescopes reveal
it as a brightly luminous patch.
Bigger instruments reveal dark,
cavernous depths, fierce brilliance at its star forming crucible
core and far-reaching, ghostly
extensions that repay good dark
adaptation and sly observational
techniques.

Closure
Pictures in books that you read
in early life sometimes stay with
you. There was an encyclopedia
at home when I was growing up
that contained many black and
white illustrations of a quality
that would have had Caxton
pulling his hair out and a few
colour illustrations considered
so special that each had its own
tissue paper cover-sheet. One of
these showed spiky lunar mountains of the sort that you wouldn't want to sit down on. Another
showed a respectable looking
chap in a Norfolk jacket gazing
ahead of him to where, cast on a
wall of mist, appeared the
„Spectre of the Brocken‟.

But the illustration that I returned to again and again depicted a huge, mysterious glow
steepling upwards from the horizon, high among the stars of the
western sky. This was the Zodiacal Light. So, seeing the
Light for the first time from the
Roque de los Muchachos in La
Palma was a dream fulfilled.
Stretching from the cloud horiThrough any decent scope, it
zon – for the Roque is normally
knocks you out. My own favour- above the clouds – suffusing the
ite observations of M42? First, western sky, reaching as high as
my „discovery‟ of it as a boy
the spring Milky Way, it glowed
with my 60mm refractor. Next, with a soft, yellow-white radithough I‟d observed the nebula ance.
often with many larger instruments, the view on a transparent
night at Holmbury with my TEC Losing it
140 refractor, Baader binoThe summer Milky Way seen
viewer and Takahashi eyepieces. from the Roque stretches from
By the way, I‟m a complete con- horizon to horizon, brilliant, varvert to binocular viewing for the ied in tonality, rich in detail.
brighter deep-sky objects, as
When viewing the Milky Way,
well as Moon and planets - you we look edgewise through the
simply see more.
disc of our galaxy; from the Canaries in summer, and of course
from similar and more southerly
© cop yright 2010 guildford astronom ic al s oc iet y
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(Continued from page 5)

locations, we can look straight
towards the galactic centre. Lie
down, look straight up, scan with
unaided eye or, better still, binoculars. Marvel at the profusion!
Unless you‟ve experienced this in
a truly dark place you haven‟t
really seen the sky at all.
How much we have lost with the
despoiling of our own skies! - a
vision of inestimable beauty, a
touchstone, a context, a connection with something beyond ourselves that, since the dawn of
earthly time and for all civilisations, has been there to inspire
and inform. Until now that is.
Digging Deep
I was imaging the well-known
galaxy pair of m81 and m82 with
my William Optics 80mm apo
and SXV-H9 CCD camera. I‟d
recently learned about the presence of what is called „flux nebulosity‟ within the M81, M82 field
of view. This nebulosity has nothing to do with those galaxies of
course. It is due to gas and dust
well above and beyond the plane
of our own galaxy being excited
and illuminated by the combined
starlight of the Milky Way galaxy
itself.
I‟d opted for 10 minute subexposures and, from memory,
stacked about 6 of these. This is a
very modest total exposure but I
decided, nonetheless, to try some
aggressive processing. This
wouldn‟t produce attractive images of the galaxies themselves,
but that didn‟t matter. The point
was to see whether the flux nebulosity could be detected. With this
in mind, I drove right into the
Page 6

data. The noise built horribly as I
stretched it well beyond its comfort zone. Gradually, suggestions
of the elusive flux nebulosity
emerged. A combination of careful stretching, balanced with noise
reduction techniques, improved
the overall appearance of the image somewhat – and there it was.
Species
Years ago, I was observing this
same galaxy pair with a 10” Newtonian from what were then relatively dark skies on the North
Downs in Kent. Snow lay thick on
the ground. It was the kind of
night that often follows rain or
snow, with lively seeing but excellent transparency, and it was
bitterly cold. The faintest of
sounds made me turn away from
the scope and look round. A few
feet away, motionless, and with
one paw raised above the snow,
was a big fox. He just stared at
me, and I at him – I think we were
both surprised to find anyone else
out in the snow that night. He was
probably thinking „Too big to eat,
too slow to worry about.‟ I was
thinking „This is magical – the
snow, the galaxies, this beautiful
wild creature…‟. Then the encounter was over. He dropped his
paw and began to move silently
away. Suddenly he turned back
towards me. „Listen', he said.
'You never saw me. And I never
saw you. Agreed?‟ 'Agreed', I
said. And off he went into the
night.

[Editor] This article is taken from
one of John’s posts on the GAS Bulletin Board, inviting members to
share their observing experiences
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Telescopes for Loan
No telescope? Still want to see planets and deep-sky objects? That’s not a problem if
you’re a member. Take advantage of the Society’s loan scheme. To find out how it works
and what you can choose, read on....

A

s we have had so many new members re2 – AstroSystems 6” F8, pillar, alt azimuth mount,
cently, it‟s probably time to remind all mem- undriven, (no photo available).
bers that the Society has four telescopes that
are available to loan. Quite often beginners to astronomy are uncertain about what sort of telescope
to buy, and whether or not they‟d be able to use one;
so this Society resource gives you an excellent opportunity to try one out. Loans are only available to
paid up members, and are completely free, there‟s
no deposit required. Up until now we haven‟t put a
time limit on the loans, but we plan to operate on a
three-month minimum period, renewable if there‟s
no-one else waiting to borrow. Loans have been a bit
sluggish of late, but I‟m hoping that we can keep
these scopes in circulation by promoting their use a
bit more strongly.
All four instruments are Newtonian reflecting telescopes:
3 – Tal 2 6” F8, pillar, equatorial mount, driven
1 - Celestron 4½” F9, tripod, equatorial mount, undriven
4 – Orion Optics 8” Europa F6, Dobsonian mount
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5—Fullerscopes 10” Newtonian
1981 quality UK build. Excellent optics on Mark III
Equatorial Mount - exceedingly solid! Misc. 1.25”
Eyepieces, inc Barlow.

All of the telescopes are equipped with a finderscope, and at least two eyepieces.
If you‟d like to borrow one then please register your
interest with either John Axtell
(johnaxtell42@aol.com) or Tony Questa
(tq@11d.ndo.co.uk).
Let‟s keep these scopes in use!

Classifieds
Wanted
Does anyone possess a copy of the May 1998 issue of Sky & Telescope please, because I
would like to borrow it to copy something? If you do, maybe you could bring it along to the
March 2010 meeting?
Also, Sky & Telescope, 1989, Vol 78, p522 onwards if possible.
Please contact Steve Battison via the GAS Bulletin Board.
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Society Notices
Shalford Cub Scouts at Bentley Copse
We met the Shalford Cub Scouts a couple of years ago and we'll see them again in February when they embark on their Astronomers Badge. The proposed dates are Wednesday
10th and 24th February, and the venue is Bentley Copse Scout Camp. This is a nice dark
site with a flat field which is almost ideal for observing from, and they also have an indoor
centre where we can show a presentation and get them started with the badgework. I'll
post further details here, but for now, if you'd like to come along with a telescope or binoculars, or even just to help out generally, please post here or drop me a pm or email.
Ideally there would be two or three GAS members along to each session; it doesn't have to
be the same people at each. Maybe you've enjoyed doing outreach at our IYA2009 events,
but haven't been along to a Scout or Guide group yet. Don't be shy - here's your chance. It
will definitely be rewarding.
Thanks
Julia Gaudelli

Training Courses
Image Processing—March 2nd/16th
I'm now able to give you some details and dates for the Image Processing Training. The
package will consist of 2 sessions. The first will be on Tuesday March 2nd and the second
on Tuesday March 16th. With Bob Peake's kind agreement, the training will take place at
Pilgrim Wood. The sessions are intended for members who have made a start with imaging
or plan to do so.
Processing cannot meaningfully be separated from image capture - no amount of processing
can turn bad data into a good image - so I'll be taking it 'from the bottom up' and covering
both aspects. The main emphasis will be on working with CCD cameras, but most of the
principles and practices will be relevant to imaging with DSLRs as well.
If you are interested in attending the training, please drop me an email or, if you like, give
me a ring.
John Evans
Page 9
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This months cartoon courtesy of www.xkcd.com
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February’s Night Sky

Note: The map shows the general appearance of the night sky at midnight on the 1st February. The
sky will look roughly the same at 11pm on the 15, and at 10pm at month-end.
Data reproduced courtesy of the Federation of Astronomical Societies 2010 Astro Calendar, Cartes du Ciel.
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M42, M43, M78

Orion and Lepus

M44 (Praesepe), M67, M48

Cancer, Hydra,
and Sextans

C45 (NGC5248)

Bootes

NB Excludes several circumpolar objects

NGC5466

M49, M58, M59, M60, M61, M84, M86, M87, M89, M90, C52
(NGC4697)

Virgo

M64, M85, M88, M91, M98, M99, M100, C35 (NGC4889), C36
(NGC4559), C38 (NGC4565)

M53, NGC
5033

Coma Berenices

Mel 111

M51 (Whirlpool), M63 (Sunflower), M94,M106, C1 (NGC4449), C26
(NGC4244), C29 (NGC5005), C32 (NGC4631)

M3

Canes Venatici

M81, M82, M101, M108, M109
M65, M66, NGC3628, M95, M96, M105, C40 (NGC3626)

M97 (Owl)

C60 (NGC4038), C61 (NGC4039)

C48 (NGC2775), C53 (NGC3115)

Leo

Ursa Major

M40

M41C58 (NGC2360), C64
(NGC2362), M46, M47, M93

Canis Major and
Puppis

Corvus

C46 (NGC2261 – Hubble‟s Variable),
C49 (NGC2237 – Rosette)

M50, C50 (NGC2244), C54
(NGC2506)

Monoceros

C59 (NGC3242 – Ghost of Jupiter)

C39 (NGC2392 - Eskimo)

M35

Gemini and Lynx

C25

M36, M37, M38

Auriga

C31 (IC405 – Flaming Star)

M45 Pleiades, C41 (Mel 25 – Hyades) M1 (Crab)

Taurus

M77, C51 (IC1613),

M74

Pisces

Cetus

M33 (Pinwheel)

Triangulum

M79

C24 (NGC1275 – Perseus A)

M34, C14 (NGC869 / 884 – Double)

Perseus

C56 (NGC246)

M31, M32, M110, M33, C28 (NGC752)

C28 (NGC752)

Galaxy

Andromeda

Nebula
C17 (NGC147), C18 (NGC185)

Star Clusters

M52, M103, C8 (NGC559), C10
(NGC663) C13 (NGC457)

Globular

Cassiopea

Constellation

Deep Sky Objects for February/March

Night Sky for March

Note: The map shows the general appearance of the night sky at 10pm on the 15th February. The
sky will look roughly the same at 11pm on the 1st, and at 9pm at month-end.
Data reproduced courtesy of the Federation of Astronomical Societies 2010 Astro Calendar, Cartes du Ciel.
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What’s on - February/March
Moon

Full

28th Feb.
30th March
Mercury
Venus
Mars

Planets
Jupiter
Saturn
Uranus
Neptune

Phenomena

Last
Qtr

5th Feb.

14th Feb.

New

7th March

15th March

1st
Qtr

22nd Feb.
23rd March

Not visible until late March, early evening.
Venus becomes visible again as an evening object late in February,
and remains brilliant, albeit hugging the horizon throughout February
and March.
The best of the planets over these two months, though its disc is
shrinking from 14’ to 10’ as it recedes. Its Northern polar cap is still
visible. It passes above M44 The Beehive cluster early in February.
Still visible until the last week of February, but very low, just after
sunset.
Saturn reaches opposition late in March and so is well placed in
Virgo for an evening’s observing. The tilt of its rings mean that they
appear narrow, only 3º open.
These are not really favourable, although both can be seen low in
SE until about mid February.

15th Feb

Venus and Jupiter just 2.5 º apart , very thin crescent Moon 5º away

16th Feb

Venus and Jupiter now just 1.5 º apart, Moon now 10º away, v. low in
SE after Sunset

20th Feb

Asteroid Vesta at opposition in Leo, Mag 6.1, just to right of Gamma
Leonis (Algieba)

20th Feb

Epsilon Arietis (binary) occulted by leading dark edge of Moon at
23.00 hrs

21st Feb

Occultation of fainter outlying stars of Pleiades, from about 19.00 hrs

22nd Mar

Saturn at opposition, mag +0.5

All of Feb

Local Meetings
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Science Museum: ―Exploring Space‖

9th Feb

Farnham AS: ―Space – The Next 50 Years‖, Dr. David Whitehouse

12th Feb

Ewell AS: ―Eclipses‖, Mike Maunder, GAS
Herschel AS: ―Apollo Revisited‖, Gerry Workman

19th Feb

Crawley AS: ―The Hinode Mission to The Sun‖, Dr. Lucie Green,
MSSL
Croydon AS: ―Sputnik in Context‖, John Axtell, GAS

9th Mar

Farnham AS: ―Galaxy Zoo 2010‖, speaker to be announced

12th Mar

Ewell AS: ―Cosmology‖, Dr Emily Hall, UCL
Herschel AS (Slough), Imaging with Small Instruments‖, Chris Hall

19th Mar

Crawley AS: ―Making Sense of The Weather‖, Ian Currie
Croydon AS: ―Gravity‖, Konrad Malin-Smith
© cop yright 2010 guildford astronom ic al s oc iet y
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GAS Annual Dinner - 2009
The jewel in the GAS Social calendar took place on 22nd January at the Grantley Arms in Wonersh.
Here are some of the photos.
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Little-known Facts About Great
Astronomers
There are many events that don’t get written into history, and those that do are frequently wrong. John
Evans shares with us some of these that have recently come to light.
Kepler and his Laws of Planetary Motion
Johannes Kepler got the idea for
his laws of planetary motion while
idly watching a neighbour‟s chickens. He noticed that the chickens
nearest the corn pot scooted
around more briskly than the ones
out on the periphery, though all
the birds seemed to peck over
roughly similar areas of ground in
about the same time. He hit on the
idea of elliptical orbits when one
of the birds laid an egg.
But, for all its shattering impact,
this insight would waste him many
tortured years of study and soulsearching as he wrestled with his
growing conviction that the universe had been laid by a chicken.
As the years of lonely travail
ticked by, delusion gained ascendancy over logic. In the end he
became convinced that the Universe was the very egg he had
watched being laid all those years
ago and which, that same fateful
day, hopping over the fence and
keeping an eye out for his
neighbour, he had filched, boiled
and eaten.
Newton and his reflecting Telescope
The original Newtonian reflector
designed and made by Sir Isaac
was much bigger than the small
version often shown. The original
Page 17

model was around a foot across
and designed to be looked through
straight down the tube from the
front. Sir Isaac rejected this
model. An extract from his notebooks for the year 1668 explains
why:
„The optick tube now fashioned to
my fulle satisfaction, firme withal
of oake and girt about with severalle bandes of stoute iron, I did set
mine heade squarely to spye
therein. Whereat, whether or not
from distemper or a visit of the
goute I cannot say, I recoil’d as in
a fitte. For at the farthest ende of
the tube, a visage vile and horrid
appear’d and did hold to mine
owne eye, occasioning me muche
affright and disturbance of the humours.
Taking unto me a bodkin from out
the mayde’s closet, I did thrust
and poke at Him, but He, seeing
my pokings and thrustings did
only poke and thrust himselfe and
alle the more as I did so. Get thee
hence, said I, but rudely spake he
back to me, mocking as ‘twere my
protestations. I know not what deville or familiar hath visited this
vision upon me but did determine
to caste it oute forthwith. Fashioning another tube less voluminous,
did I make a smaller orifice impassable to the Monstrositie and
e’en yet smaller for Him to take
His leave by, the beame itselfe being deflected outwarde from the
(Continued on page 18)
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(Continued from page 17)

tube. And thus did I dispatch Him
with goode effect whence he came.
Then came the mayde complaining
of her bodkin that it was taken and
for this I did scolde her muche.
But she is a baggage and hath a
sharpe tongue which she in turn
did unleash roundly causing me
muche grief.’
Newton and Gravitation
The story of the apple falling on
Sir Isaac‟s head is not, as is widely
surmised, in itself apocryphal. It is
however, mistold and misunderstood. The apple did not drop onto
Sir Isaac‟s head; what happened
was that his head rose to meet the
apple. This is easily explained.
Before the apple incident, Sir
Isaac had already devoted much
thought to the phenomenon of
gravity. Though his ideas were
already well-developed, the formulae for them were still taking
shape. Briefly, what happened on
the day of the apple incident was
that Sir Isaac mistakenly substituted a plus for a minus sign, with
the result that, for a brief space,
gravity moved things up and not
down. In the very instant of his lift
-off, Sir Isaac realised his mistake,
corrected the sign and thus
promptly fell back to earth. So, in
a way, the apple event did engender insight into the effects of gravity, but not as usually construed.
Edwin Hubble and the Realm of
the Nebulae
The real name of the famous astronomer Edwin Hubble was William Bubble. Colleagues nickPage 18

named him „Bubbly Bill‟ and
thoughtless British friends sometimes called him „Squeaky‟ to his
face. In pursuit of greater personal
gravitas, Bubble changed his name
to Hubble and, around the same
time, began to sport a straight
pipe. Many times a night, when
making exposures with the great
Hooker 100 inch, he would glance
down from the prime focus cage to
check in the main mirror that the
pipe was set at the desired angle
and with a manly clench of the
jaw. By dint of constant practice,
he embedded the pose in his muscle memory until it became habit
and he was able, in photographs,
to reproduce it faithfully, time after time.

Sir Bernard Lovell – Film Buff
Sir Bernard Lovell often affectionately called the Jodrell Bank radio
telescope „Jodie‟. However, when
the giant telescope creaked and
complained, as it often did when
called upon to perform an unexpected or difficult slew, friends
reveal that he would refer to it as
„That cow!‟ This is an odd choice
of word but it may have its origins
in Sir Bernard‟s background. It is
not widely known that the young
Lovell started out as a milkman,
only switching to astronomy at the
age of 93, when, so the story goes,
a meteorite broke one of his milk
bottles. This serendipitous event
would fire his interest, setting him
on an entirely new career path and
giving us one of the great astronomers of our time.
Friends confide that Sir Bernard
wrote repeatedly, often using
pseudonyms, to the makers of the
(Continued on page 19)
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(Continued from page 18)

film „Contact‟ – in which big radio
dishes figure prominently - advocating the actress Jodie Foster for
the lead role. He must have been
gratified when she landed the part,
but always disclaimed any credit
and would add, musingly and with
a wistful smile „That girl never
needed any help from me… .‟
Einstein runs out of Space
In the last weeks of his life, Einstein cracked the mystery of time
travel. Travelling forward several
years into the future, he got wind
of string theory and the likelihood
that there may well be not 4 but 11
dimensions.
On returning to his own time, he
arranged to be visited by his preferred tattooist – a man he had
taken into his confidence and
sworn to secrecy – and had him
alter the text of his most private
tattoo to read „Cosmologists do it
in 11 dimensions, probably.‟
Bribed by a national newspaper, a
medical doctor who had occasion
to physically examine Einstein
towards the end of his life revealed that the tattoo record included many crossings out and
revisions, mirroring the progress
of the great man‟s thinking, as
well as the frequency of his visits
to the tattoo parlour. „He was
nearly out of space down there‟,
the doctor observed, ‟He didn‟t
need to go changing his mind
much more. „
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